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AJ Bell accepted the Adjudicator’s Opinion, but Mr N did not and his complaint was
passed to me to consider.
Mr N has provided further detailed comments which are summarised below. These do
not change the outcome. He says that:•

The FCA in their Principles for Businesses, Principle 7 states;
“A firm must pay due regard to the information needs of its clients, and
communicate information to them in a way which is clear, fair and not
misleading.”

•

He also refers to the Pensions Tax Manual (PTM) which explains the interrelationship between BCE’s and LTA’s.

•

He says his LTA was never reduced following his first BCE, as the PTM
prescribes. There was no mention of his LTA in any annual statement or after
three months, as required. All this was while his SIPP was with Barclays, but AJ
Bell was responsible as scheme administrators.

•

In retrospect a calculation showing how the annuity reduced the LTA available
had not happened which AJ Bell did not acknowledge until after the Age 75 test.
Its letter dated 10 August 2018 said:
“I have reviewed the Barclays files and note that you did indeed provide
details of this scheme [the annuity] when you first accessed your benefits ...
Please accept my apologies for this oversight”.

•

He never sought advice from AJ Bell. He was fully aware that AJ Bell provided an
execution only platform and would or could not provide advice on tax or other
financial services related matters.

•

He could find no reference in the KDFs and T&Cs to what happens if the BCE
certificate itself, was wrong or inaccurate. For example, the final AJ Bell BCE
schedule for his Barclays SIPP was wrong.

•

His complaint is about the failure of AJ Bell to adjust downwards his remaining
LTA after the first BCE. Because AJ Bell failed to adjust the LTA downwards, all
its subsequent references to LTA on Benefit Statements were low and misleading.
Not knowing that, had led him to believe that the last line on all their Statements ‘Lifetime Allowance used at all BCEs for this member and from this scheme’ was
indeed inclusive and accurate.
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•

In addition, after adjusting the LTA downwards , there is the further requirement
that the member must be notified. This is covered at PTM164400. This did not
occur either.

•

After the LTA is properly reduced downwards it should never need to be
considered again because all subsequent BCEs would automatically carry forward
the adjusted LTA. After he transferred and opened a new SIPP with AJ Bell it had
no need to know about Barclays or any other SIPP he may have had unless it
considered the BCE may have incurred an excess tax charge when details can be
requested and kept on file.

•

When his first BCE with AJ Bell took place the Benefits Statements it issued only
contained information pertaining to its SIPP, nothing involving Barclays even
though AJ Bell had details through being the same Administrator. That is how it
should be, two separate individual schemes, kept separate until the Age 75 test.

•

When it came to the Age 75 test, it was his responsibility to provide details of
previous schemes to the then current administrator. He would have LTA usage
from each previous scheme, one of which should have had an adjusted downward
LTA. It is then simple arithmetic to add together all those LTAs with the current
LTA. Factor in the uncrystallised funds plus an allowance for growth and it is easy
to calculate whether any tax is due.

•

The 113.42% was arithmetically correct but factually wrong. It mentioned, but was
not based upon, his standard LTA of £1,250,000(SLTA). This was also the first
time the 15.46% ‘deemed reduction’ had ever been mentioned, and that was not
until after his 75th birthday.

•

He had complained to AJ Bell about the calculations and the figures were reworked based on his SLTA. This reduced the excess LTA to 7.41%. However,
based on the formula provided for ‘deemed reduction’ which had never been
provided before, he again complained saying that the answer should be 12.37%.
The response was to change the formula so that the original 15.46% reduction
was maintained.

•

On 25 June 2018, just before his 75th birthday, he had initiated a BCE event. At
that point it was necessary for AJ Bell to ensure that this LTA together with all
LTA’s from other schemes were checked to establish whether a lifetime
chargeable amount had arisen. AJ Bell later confirmed that he had used 82.30%,
which was within the standard LTA amount, so there was no charge.

•

However, this check was carried out only using all previous LTAs and did not
include uncrystallised funds. His uncrystallised funds at the time were clearly
identified as £694,950.79 before the BCE, which then used £400,000, leaving
£294,950.79 which would be valued at 23.59% of his LTA. If crystallised at that
time, or at age 75, it would result in an LTA usage figure of 82.30% + 23.59% =
105.89%.
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•

It would therefore have been clear to whoever carried out this BCE check that he
would exceed the standard limit and incur a substantial lifetime charge.

•

AJ Bell claims it had no obligation to reveal this calculation prior to the Age 75
test. This obligation is not expunged by saying ‘We are not required to report this
...’
The FCA is clear that in these circumstances it is incumbent on the provider to
notify the customer. This is a clear breach of duty by AJ Bell.

•

It is AJ Bell’s responsibility to maintain a record of information given about other
pension benefits he held. Without this AJ Bell cannot compute accurate tax
charges that may arise from BCE and Age 75 tests. That is its responsibility and
Mr N’s to dispute if AJ Bell gets it wrong.

•

To enable the Age 75 test, it is clearly his responsibility to provide AJ Bell with
details of all the LTAs from all his other schemes, whether from actual BCEs or
deemed BCEs. He was the only one in possession of all that information (and
could do an unofficial Age 75 test himself) but can only do so if all the
administrators of previous schemes have provided accurate LTA usage.

With regard to the final response from AJ Bell, Mr N says that:•

AJ Bell failed to give a proper summary of his complaint, mentioning that he was
unhappy. A crucial area of his complaint was omitted altogether.

•

There followed a multi-page synopsis of the correspondence between both
parties. The incorrect figures he referred to were essentially those related to the
LTA figures. The calculations that occupy a lot of AJ Bell’s response referred to
prior discussions involved in how a share portfolio should be calculated which
have nothing to do with his complaint.

•

AJ Bell seem deliberately to have ignored his clearly documented complaint and
produced an extraordinarily long response covering issues that just were not
relevant.

•

In conclusion, the respondent simply noted: ‘ I am sorry that you are unhappy...’
replicating his opening complaint summary and offered an ex-gratia payment of
£100 with sincerest apologies. The complaint has now been passed to me to
consider. I have noted the additional points made by Mr N; however, I agree with
the Adjudicator’s Opinion.

Ombudsman’s decision
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Mr N says that he assumed the last line on all the Statements issued by AJ Bell –
“Lifetime Allowance used at all BCEs for this member and from this scheme” led him
to believe this was inclusive and accurate. But this statement made clear that it
referred to “this scheme” alone, that is the SIPP and not the annuity or any other
pensions for which AJ Bell was not responsible.

Mr N would have been aware, from the schedule issued on 5 July 2018, that a
sizeable portion of his SIPP fund remained uncrystallised. He was also aware that
when he reached age 75, two weeks later, or beforehand depending on what action
he took, there would be a BCE at which time this uncrystallised fund would need to
be crystallised or considered in determining his position against the LTA and the
assessment of any tax due. This was unavoidable. However, it appears that Mr N did
not ask any questions or seek any financial advice regarding his options prior to the
age 75 BCE. AJ Bell was not responsible for the fact that he took no action.
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The question for me to consider, therefore, is whether any action that AJ Bell took
prior to this would have led Mr N to understand that he would not have incurred a
charge at age 75.

I acknowledge that AJ Bell made an error in the calculation of Mr N’s tax liability. But
this was after his 75th birthday and therefore had no effect on his planning or the tax
liability.
While AJ Bell has made errors in the calculation of Mr N’s LTA position, I do not
consider this to have caused Mr N a loss. AJ Bell was not responsible for monitoring
his tax position. He would have been liable for a tax charge anyway, either at age 75
or at some point beforehand. He could possibly have mitigated some of this charge,
for example by taking more of his fund as a tax-free lump sum, but the fact he did not
do so was his decision alone. He was aware of the potential for a tax charge before
his 75th birthday and yet took no action to clarify the position or obtain advice.
And although there were errors, in my view AJ Bell’s communications to Mr N met the
FCA’s requirement of being clear, fair and not misleading. It would be nice to think
that mistakes never happen, but inevitably sometimes they do, as in this case. As I
have explained, these did not in themselves cause Mr N a loss and I do not consider
them to amount to maladministration.
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I do not uphold Mr N’s complaint.
Anthony Arter
Pensions Ombudsman
30 March 2021
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